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ABSTRACT 
 

 The objective of tax paying investor is to invest their money in an instrument that not only gives 
tax exemption, but also able to fetch maximum amount of return in the investment along with liquidity. 
Mutual funds are popular investment vehicle to diversify one’s portfolio and gain exposure to wide range 
of assets. Mutual funds investment offers investors to make investments in various financial instruments 
by utilizing the skill and knowledge of trained investment managers. A mutual fund is a trust that collects 
the  funds from a investors which has a common investment objective and invests the collected savings 
in different sorts of securities like equities, bonds, debt, etc. The mutual funds AMC,s are offering the 
funds which are eligible for tax saving under the Section 80 C  of Income Tax Act 1961, Rs 150000 can 
be saved through these schemes which not only gives tax benefit but also exposure to Equity market , 
that results into the higher returns with low lock in period. In this study five Equity linked saving schemes 
of different Asset management companies have beed selected to evaluate their performance on the 
basis of tools like Beta, Sharpe ratio, Jensen ratio, etc. It also suggests the way to select the scheme in 
the peer group on comparing the figures of these tools to achieve the Investment objectives. The data 
has been taken from various websites of different mutual companies, their factsheets and from 
Association of Mutual funds of India. The ELSS schemes have been compared, to guide investors 
regarding the selection of appropriate scheme considering risk and returns of the fund. As Investor must 
be aware of the risk associated with these ELSS schemes as compared to the traditional tax saving 
options Like PPF, NSC etc.  
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Introduction 

Mutual fund industry has shown great development with the growth of Indian capital market. It 
pools the savings, specifically from the small investors, and invests them in a well-diversified portfolio 
with variety of assets in the different nature of funds. The mutual funds are the good vehicle to participate 
in financial markets, thus gaining popularity now a days. It plays important role in an individual's 
investment strategy under the guidance of a portfolio manager who makes investment decisions for the 
MF unit holders. Now a days mutual funds are becoming investors choice as it has been proved to be an 
investment vehicle that gives better return with flexibility, as it helps the small investors by way of 
accepting SIP,s (systematic Investment Plan) also. It’s the way to create long term wealth, it offers the 
tax saving schemes with shorter investment horizon linked with stock market. 

Tax-saving MF attracts the customers because it gives the tax-payer a deduction under section 
80C of Income Tax Act, 1961. The tax payers, who want their money to grow at a higher rate compared 
to other traditional tax saving avenues, are attracted by the schemes of mutual funds ELSS funds. If 
Equity Linked Saving Schemes Of mutual funds are compared with traditional tax saving instruments, 
these tax saving mutual funds gives higher returns with the lower lock in period of time, thus better option 
to build wealth along with saving taxes. This study is attempt to compare the ELSS mutual funds of five 
AMC’s on the basis of Returns, Standard Deviation, Sharpe Ratio,  Treynor’s index and Alpha. 

This will help to enlighten that now days investors with new dynamic ways of tax saving 
instruments can earn more returns in less tenure along with tax saving. 
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Growth of Mutual Fund Industry  

The AUM of the Indian Mutual Fund Industry has shown tremendous growth in last 10 yeras 
from ₹8.26 trillion as on December 31, 2013 to ₹50.78 trillion as on December 31, 2023. This means it is 
multiplied 6 times which is the sign of investors changing preferences from traditional investments 
instruments to new dynamic financial investment instruments . 

 

These growth figures are indicating the rising financial literacy and improving incomes in India, 
and investors preference of investments in the present scenario. Investors are moving from physical 
assets to financial assets. Thus, in the same streamline the mutual fund industry not only gives the 
diversification but also different schemes for all type of investor with the better returns. 

 Varity of products with different objectives for variety of investors with different mindset. The 
product Basket of Mutual Fund Industry is very wide. 

 Mutual funds are now becoming preference of investors as it’s the way by which investment can 
done even with the small amount through the SIP. 

Mutual Fund Investment as Tax savings Scheme 

Equity Linked Saving Scheme (ELSS) gives an opportunity not only to participate in Equity 
markets but also gives the tax benefits . ELSS are diversified equity MF which is eligible for tax 
exemption under section 80C of the IT Act, and it offers the advantage of capital appreciation as well as 
tax benefits. These Mutual fund schemes have lock in period of 3 years which is shortest among all tax 
saving instruments available to the investors. ELSS funds are better to build wealth in shorter span of 
lock  period with tax saving under section 80c . MF is an instrument for pooling the resources from small 
investors and investing them in securities in accordance with objectives of the funds as given in the offer 
document . Investments in securities are distributed in different sectors , different industries which helps 
to reduce the risk. Diversification reduces the risk because all stocks may not move in the same direction 
in the same proportion at the same time, that means that it is not necessary that different asset class is 
positively correlated which helps to reduce the risk . MF issues units to the investors in proportion  of  
money invested by them. The profits or losses are divided among investors in accordance to their 
investments. The schemes in mutual funds are large as all have different objectives, so according to the 
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requirement variety of schemes launched by the Asset Management Companies like multicap funds , 
flexicap funds are trending now due to investors inclination towards the midcap and small caps. The 
portfolio of these schemes is based on the objectives of the schemes.  

The ELSS schemes offer tax rebates to the investors under the provisions of the Indian IT laws 
prescribed from time to time. Tax planning is important requiring lot of efforts that may make an ordinary 
investor nervous at the first glance. Equity Linked Saving Scheme. (ELSS) is a simple way to get tax 
benefits along with an opportunity to gain from the Indian equity markets. ELSS is a type of diversified 
equity MF which is qualified for tax exemption under section 80C of the IT Act, and offers the double 
advantage of capital appreciation and tax benefits. It comes with a lock in period of 3 years. Moreover, 
compared to other tax saving options, ELSS has the shortest lock in period of three years. In present 
scenario investors with their huge surplus funds, seeks highly diversifiable instrument alternatives for 
better returns with low risk, with this view the Mutual funds got significance in Indian capital market. MF  
is a productive package for an investor with limited finances. With its various diversified options in the MF, 
the MF companies are attracting investors towards them. Tax saving scheme is among t the popular MF 
schemes which has been attracting investors towards them. Thus, it is relevant from the view point of the 
investors to know the performance of the various tax saving schemes of MF. As the demand of mutual 
funds is increasing, investors are more inclined towards the tax saving mutual funds schemes to save the 
tax under section 80 C. Thus various Mutual Fund asset management companies are coming up with 
their tax saving . Presently customers has extensive range of choice among the different mutual fund tax 
saving schemes. So from the view point of the investors, it is important to know which tax saving scheme 
is   better in the present days on the basis of the past records. In the era of globalization there are many 
investment opportunities available to the investors, such as investment in bonds, securities, shares etc. 
At the same time, there are other tax saving schemes also which are available for investment like NSC, 
PPF, Life Insurance, NSS, and Post office Deposits Scheme etc. So, it is very important for the investors 
to know which option is better for them keeping in view both the risk and the associated return taken into 
consideration. The time of lock in period in the other tax saving instruments is one of the important factor 
along with the returns on the instruments. 

Objectives of the Paper  

• To analyze the performance of selected equity-linked saving schemes in India.  

• To associate the performance of selected equity-linked saving schemes in India using 
performance tool like Sharpe ratio and Treynor ratio, Alpha 

• To evaluate the performance of Tax saving funds of various MF companies in India during 2021-
2023. 

Data & Methodology 

In this study, an attempt has been made to evaluate the performance of various tax saving 
mutual fund schemes, so that the investors can recognize the performance of these different schemes 
offered to them. Besides, in the present study, a sample of five Tax Gain growth type MF schemes of five 
different Asset management companies has been selected to investigate the overall performance of the 
tax saving MF schemes during January 2021 to Dec 2023. All the selected funds are open-ended. 

Data 

The study is based on the secondary data on NAV collected from AMFI website and the 
websites of related AMCs. The study has also used industry-level aggregate data published regularly by 
Securities Exchange Board of India (SEBI), Reserve Bank of India (RBI), Association of MF in India 
(AMFI), various AMCs and other prominent organizations and associations. The schemes have been 
selected on the basis of their present performance. These are DSP tax saver Fund, ICICI Pru long term 
Equity Fund, HDFC Tax Saver fund, SBI long Term Equity Fund, Mirae Tax saver fund 

The analysis of MF scheme returns, benchmark index of respective tax saving schemes has 
been taken from BSE and NSE websites. Moreover, for the purpose of various tools  used in the study, the 
main data i.e. NAV, returns of the funds, benchmark returns etc are used. Net Asset Value is the market 
value of the assets of the scheme minus its liabilities. The per unit NAV is the net asset value of the 
scheme divided by the number of units outstanding on the Valuation Date. So if a fund had assets of Rs. 
80 lakh and there are one lakh shares of the fund, then the price per share (or NAV) is Rs. 80.00. The 
Net Asset Value (NAV) of each of the above mentioned MF over the last five years is taken into account 
from the AMFI website to measure the returns of those funds. The returns are compared with that of their 
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benchmark index return. Using the NAV value of these MFs, beta (β) co-efficient of each of them has 
been calculated to know whether they are less risky, average risky or high risky funds. To understand the 
risk and return profile of the selected funds standard deviation is calculated. The returns of these funds 
over the last five years are  analyzed. Funds return (Rt) has been calculated with the help of NAV. 

R = 
(NAVt 

−
 NAVt 

−
1 ) 

NAVt 
−
1 

 

where, 

NAVt
−
1:NAV at the beginning date and 

NAVt :NAV at the closing date. 

Likewise Benchmark returns are computed with the help of benchmark index which has been 
collected from BSE and NSE sites. 

Methodology 

The literature on performance evaluation of MF industry is mainly concerned with four measures 
namely Standard Deviation, Sharpe measure, Treynor measure, Jenson measure .This study has utilized 
the first these four measures . The returns Of past 3 years along with the Volitality and Risk adjusted 
returns 

Systematic Risk measure: Beta (β) Index 

Beta is the measure of systematic risk which represents fluctuations in the NAV of the fund as 
compared to the market which is considered as benchmark. Beta is used to measure the risk. It 
basically reflects the level of volatility of the fund as compared to the market. It is used to assess past 
performance or expected future performance, In case of funds, beta indicates the volatility against the 
benchmark index. It is used as a tool in short term decision making . A beta  is higher than 1 means the 
fund is more volatile than the benchmark index, where as a beta of less than 1 means the fund is less 
volatile than the benchmark index. A fund with a beta very close to 1 means the fund performance is 
similar to the index or benchmark. Thus a lower value of β indicates less risky portfolio. 

Sharpe Ratio 

This ratio measures risk-adjusted performance of funds. to calculate sharpe ratio risk free return 
is subtracted from returns of the fund and the result is divided by the investments standard deviation of 
returns. The sharpe ratio makes investore aware about that ivestments returns are result of excessive 
risk or because of smart investment decisions. This tool is useful as it helps to identify that higher returns 
of one portfolio or security among others in the similar category is higher not come with unnecessary 
additional risk. The Higher sharpe ratio of any investment reflects the better its risk-adjusted 
performance. The sharpe ratio indicates the funds performance on the basis of benefit per unit of total 
risk taken, this is the reason that investors are more concerned about this tool of evaluation. Higher and 
positive Sharpe Ratio shows a superior risk-adjusted performance of a fund, lower and negative Sharpe 
Ratio is an indication of unfavourable performance. 

The Treynor Measure 

This performance measure evaluates funds on the basis of Treynor's Index. This Index is a 
ratio    of return given by the fund over and above risk free rate of return (generally taken to be the return 
on securities backed by the government, as there is no credit risk associated), during a      given period 
and systematic risk associated with it (β).  

All the investors who can’t bear risk would like to choose the fund with maximum treynor value. 
While a high and positive Treynor's Index shows a superior risk-adjusted performance of a fund, a low 
and negative Treynor's Index is an indication of unfavourable performance. 

Results and Discussions 

Portfolio managers assess their returns on portfolio and identify the reason  of strength and 
weakness. The assessment of the portfolio gives an idea to make better strategy for redesigning of the 
portfolio and considering new options available for investments and tax saving. Mutual funds are the 
managed portfolios, various managed portfolios are available in the capital market. The return and risk 
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criteria needs to be evaluated against its expected performance.standard deviation value shows the 
volatility of funds return . If value of standard deviation is low, it indicates more consistent performance. 
When two funds are compared with same category of fund, the fund which has  low value of  standard 
deviation it means that there is more chance that fund will continue to give such same returns in future 
also . 

Beta value indicated the volatility of fund performance. Lower beta reflects that fund gives more 
predictable performance when compared to same kind of fund in the market. So, if two funds are 
compared fund with low beta value, will continue giving similar returns in future. 

Sharpe ratio reflects risk quantum taken to produce the returns. Higher value of sharpe ratio 
means, fund will give better returns in comparison to amount of risk associated. It is calculated by 
subtracting the risk-free return, given as an Indian Government Bond, from the fund’s returns, and then 
dividing by the standard deviation of returns.  Higher sharpe ratio of fund will give higher risk adjusted 
return.  

Treynor’s ratio refers how much excess return was generated for each unit of risk taken. 
Higher value reflects, fund has been able to give better returns for the quantum of risk taken. It is 
calculated by subtracting the risk-free return, defined as an Indian Government Bond, from the fund’s 
returns, and then dividing by the beta of returns.  High Treynor ratio indicates fund is better in same 
catagory as that will give higher risk adjusted return.  

Alpha reflects how fund generated additional returns as compared to a benchmark. Fund with 
higher alpha is considered better as it willable to give additional returns in contrast to other funds in same 
category. 

Descriptive Statistical Analysis Of Selected ELSS Mutual Funds Schemes 

Fund Returns Standard 
Deviation 

Beta Sharpe 
Ratio 

Treynor 
Ratio 

Alpha 

DSP Tax Saver Fund 21.9% 13.8 .93 1.09 .16 2.01 

Icici Pru Long Term Equity Fund 21% 13.51 .92 .93 .14 -.24 

HDFC Tax Saver Fund 26.6% 13.15 .88 1.37 .2 5.68 

SBI Long Term Equity Fund 25.53% 13.8 .93 1.32 .2 5.28 

Mirae ELSS Tax Saver Fund 18.65% 13.96 .95 .92 .14 -.36 
 

 The above table is based on the data of past 3 years from Jan 2021 to Jan 2024 

 On the basis of standard deviation HDFC Tax saver fund has the lowest standard Deviation that 
there is more predictability of return in this fund 

 Among the above five schemes of different AMC, The beta value of HDFC Tax saver fund is 
lowest with .88 so it means that there are more chances in this fund of given same returns as of 
past,volitality will be less in it. 

 The sharpe ratio is highest in HDFC tax saver fund among all as it is 1.37, this is risk adjusted 
return.  

 The treynor ratio is same in hdfc tax saver fund and SBI Long term Equity Fund, its .2 in both 
funds which is highest among all five schemes. 

 Alpha is highest in HDFC Tax saver fund, it is 5.28 which shows the returns as compared to 
benchmark thus it shows the this fund has given 5.28 percent returns more than the benchmark. 

Conclusion 

It is well known that now-a-day, MF are most popular and safe parameter for an investor to 
invest. Keeping the present and future aspects regarding the MF in the India, it is easily concluded that 
this market will give enough to an investor for long period. The Sharpe Index model and Treynor Index 
model is easy to  understood and helps investors to take decision which mutual funds are  performing 
well. From the above study, it is evident that all funds are not performing well in MF industry over the 
study period. From the study we find that; The HDFC Long Term Advantage Fund has the maximum 
Sharpe‟s and Treynor‟s ratios which indicates that scheme is performing well. Whereas among the 
5(five) schemes Mirae Tax Saver fund has the lowest Sharpe‟s and Treynor‟s ratio. Moreover, Standard 
deviation indicates the schemes volatility in terms of their returns. From the Standard deviation of various 
scheme, we found that HDFC Tax Saver Fund has the maximum standard deviation(SD) it means that it 
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is having highest volatility in returns therefore it is more risky but as well as profitable because it gives the 
highest returns. So an investors shouldn’t consider only the returns before investing in any MF scheme 
rather he should consider the risk factor also. So finally we have found from the study that, HDFC Tax 
Saver Fund is a best-performing and ranked at 1(one) in both Sharp’s and Treynor’s Index where as 
Mirae Tax saver  is worst- performing and ranked at last i.e.at 5(five).In between these two SBI Long 
Term Equity fund, DSP Tax Saver and ICICI Pru Long term Equity Fund are ranked at no. 
2(two),3(three), and 4(four) respectively. It shows the comparative performance of the scheme. So 
investors should give his preference in the above sequence for investments in any fund subject to 
his/her investment knowledge and risk bearing capacity. 

There are various market factors like economic factors, government policies, trends of any 
particular sector etc on which the portfolio construction is based along with the goodwill of the fund or 
company. In the present scenario Investor has wide range of schemes of different Asst Management 
Companies. He is always in search of such statistical tools which can provide him maximum return with 
lower risk. In this same streamline Mutual funds can be a better choice as it not only gives good returns 
but also flexibility to its investor along with the wide range of funds with transparency under the well 
regulated authority. 

One of the limitations of the study is that the study is only confined to the three years data only. 
Due to time constraints only 3 years data has been taken. The result of the study can be more fruitful if 
data are taken for more than 3 years. The study is based on only Five Mutual fund schemes, is also one 
of the limitation as these funds may not be a good representative for all ELSS MF Schemes. Also this 
study is based on analysis of performance  of 5 MF Growth schemes which are tax saver schemes. 
IDCW (Income cum distribution cum capital withdrawal) are not Considered in this study only growth 
option is taken for studying.  So the proper evaluation of these schemes may not be possible without 
considering both types. The study is based on the secondary data. Primary data such as investors 
perception towards these schemes are not considered. 
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